Interventions

Interventions help you make useful connections between your data, what they mean, and the actions you might take to help each student be more successful. This guide shows how Interventions can be added, summarized, and integrated into graphs by using the Interventions measure.

INTERVENTIONS
CONCEPTS

Entering data in Interventions is the same as entering data in a Local Measure. Data can be manually entered into the Interventions measure both via single student and multi-student data entry (each are shown below).

If you are implementing an intervention for several students, using multi-data entry will help you add that data into the system more efficiently.
The Interventions home page lives in the yellow “Student” section of the site. The functions of the Interventions home page are the same as other measure and plan home pages throughout Alpine.

You can find it from the top using “Student Measures”, or the Student Measures Tab, both pictured above.

View and enter interventions for a student from any student page. An “Interventions” button appears in the student information box when you are working in any student’s home page within any measure or plan.
**Interventions records are used in progress monitoring reports.**
Once you’ve added an intervention record, you can include it on any of the student’s progress monitoring graphs for any measure, along with the student’s data points and goal (if applicable). Additional information about applying interventions to progress monitoring reports is addressed in the Progress Monitoring guide.

**Important Note: Interventions vs MTSS**
The Interventions setup described in this guide is different than any of the intervention-oriented sections within specific student plans. The records entered in each place live completely separately. The only interventions available for graphing onto progress monitoring reports are the ones entered as described in this guide.

As always, with questions, comments, or concerns, or suggestions for making these guides better for you, call Kimberly Wiggins, Assessment Coordinator, at x57598!